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Volume A 

 

1. When a Sterling Connect:Direct for Windows administrator is using Command Line Interface (CLI), 

which of the following statements is FALSE?  

 

A. Command keywords are case sensitive.  

 

B. All commands must be followed by a semicolon.  

 

C. User names, passwords, and parameters are case sensitive.  

 

D. A list of values can be specified by enclosing the group in parentheses and separating values with 

commas. A list can also include genericvalues.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

2. There are some files that need to be sent to a remote node and passed onto some postprocessing. The 

process contains two steps:  

STEP1 COPY FROM (FILE="&SRCFILE") TO (FILE="&DESTFILE" DISP=RPL)  

STEP2 RUN TASK SNODE SYSOPTS="postprocessing &DESTFILE"  

The connection to the remote node is limited to two concurrent sessions. A bulk of processes is submitted, 

but overall takes a very long time to complete. To investigate the reason, the information in the exhibit 

was collected:  

 

What action will provide the highest increase in throughput for the bulk of processes?  

 

A. Modify STEP2 to use RUN JOB.  

 

B. Modify STEP1 to use datatype binary.  

 

C. Add extended compression to STEP1.  

 

D. Increase the number of concurrent sessions to 3.  
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Answer: A  

 

 

3. A Sterling Connect:Direct for UNIX administrator is using the Command Line Interface (CLI) and needs 

to reuse the last command issued. Which command will accomplish this?  

 

A. !?  

 

B. !1  

 

C. !!  

 

D. !#1  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

4. A Sterling Connect:Direct for Windows and UNIX node processes several thousands of file transfers 

each day. A user needs to identify the files that failed to transfer today. What command can retrieve this 

information?  

 

A. select statistics startt=(today) recids=(SEND) ccode=(>,0) detail=yes;  

 

B. select statistics startt=(today) recids=(CTRC) ccode=(>,0) detail=yes;  

 

C. select statistics startt=(today) recids=(PRED) ccode=(>,0) detail=yes;  

 

D. select statistics startt=(today) recids=(PERR) ccode=(>,0) detail=yes;  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

5. An existing fix has been identified and downloaded to resolve an issue reported for Sterling 

Connect:Direct for Windows. What is the correct method to apply the maintenance pack?  

 

A. Execute the maintenance file.  

 

B. Open the maintenance file from the Requester.  

 

C. Open the maintenance file from the Admin tool.  

 

D. Go to Windows Control Panel > Add or Remove Programs.  
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Answer: A  

 

 

6. A Connect:Direct for UNIX administrator needs to submit a process that runs every week. Which 

command can accomplish this task?  

 

A. submit file=sample.txt retain=no startt=monday pacct="1959, dept-27";  

 

B. submit file=sample.txt retain=yes startt=weekly pacct="1959, dept-27";  

 

C. submit file=sample.txt retain=yes startt=monday pacct="1959, dept-27";  

 

D. submit file=sample.txt snode=prod1 startt=(01/01/2012, 12:00:00am) pacct="1959, dept-27";  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

7. A Sterling Connect:Direct for UNIX administrator needs to send a text file to a remote z/OS node. The 

data requires ASCII/EBCDIC translation and does not contain any end-of-line delimiters (newline). Which 

COPY step will achieve the goal with the best performance?  

 

A. COPY FROM (FILE=/data/file.txt SYSOPTS=":datatype=binary:xlate=yes:") 

TO (FILE=CDUSR1.CD.TEST DISP=(RPL,CATLG,DELETE)) 

 

B. COPY FROM (FILE=/data/file.txt SYSOPTS=":datatype=text:") 

TO (FILE=CDUSR1.CD.TEST DISP=(RPL,CATLG,DELETE)) 

 

C. COPY FROM (FILE=/data/file.txt SYSOPTS="datatype(text)xlate(yes)") 

TO (FILE=CDUSR1.CD.TEST DISP=(RPL,CATLG,DELETE)) 

COMPRESS Extended 

 

D. COPY FROM (FILE=/data/file.txt SYSOPTS=":datatype=binary:xlate=yes:" SNODE) 

TO (FILE=CDUSR1.CD.TEST DISP=(RPL,CATLG,DELETE) PNODE) 

COMPRESS Extended 

 

Answer: A  

 

 

8. A Sterling Connect:Direct for Windows user1 has submitted process number 4711. User1 asks user2 

for assistance with determining process completion. User2 issues a Select Statistics command, which 

returns information on some other processes, but nothing for process number 4711. What has happened 

here?  
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A. The process has failed to submit.  

 

B. The process has not completed yet.  

 

C. User1 is configured with Statistics=N.  

 

D. User2 is configured with Statistics=Y.  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

9. A Sterling Connect:Direct for z/OS administrator navigated to the CHANGE PROCESS Screen? shown 

here: The administrator can use the RESTART ALTERATIONS field to do which of the following?  

 

A. Restart at beginning of transmission.  

 

B. Restart at the last checkpoint interval.  

 

C. Restart at any prior checkpoint interval.  

 

D. Restart at a specific Partitioned Data Set member. 

 

Answer: A  
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10. A Sterling Connect:Direct for Windows administrator is using the Netmap menu option from 

Connect:Direct Requester. The administrator now has the ability to:  

 

A. attach and detach to Connect:Direct nodes.  

 

B. view the netmap configurations in text format.  

 

C. change the value of netmap.check parameter.  

 

D. validate the network connection between local node and the remote nodes.  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

11. What Sterling Connect:Direct for z/OS utility loads a statistics key-sequenced cluster with index 

information for an associated statistics entry-sequenced cluster?  

 

A. DGASSTAT  

 

B. DGADARRT  

 

C. DGADARBT  

 

D. DGADBKEY  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

12. An administrator needs to trace events relating to the execution of Sterling Connect:Direct for 

Windows and UNIX processes and the server's interaction with other Connect:Direct nodes. Which two 

trace options, applicable for both Windows and UNIX, should be specified?  

 

A. main  

 

B. pmgr  

 

C. cmgr  

 

D. smgr  

 

E. comm  

 

Answer: D,E  
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